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Grammatically incorrect paragraph worksheets



Proofreading: Free basketball Students find errors in capital letters, compound words, possessive nouns, and spelling.2a and 4th degree This paragraph has errors in verb tenses, subject-verb agreement, re-entry, omophones (know/no) and missing words.2nd through 4th Grades Find errors in this
paragraph about camping. Errors include uppercase initials, punctuation, compound words, and spelling. (Grade levels approximately 2-4)2nd to 4th Grades Challenge your students to find all errors. Errors include commas in a list, irregular verbs, and punctuation.2nd a 4th Grades Proofreading:
Swimming Pool Find errors in this paragraph on a pool. Includes uppercase errors, punctuation, irregular verbs, and possessive nouns. (Grade levels approximated from 3-5)3 -3 degrees Pupils can look for capitalization errors, subject-verb agreement, and omophones (c/them/are).2nd through 4th Grades
Errors in a written work distract readers, and can prevent the author's point from coming through. Checking for work written for errors as a final step before publishing is called proofreading. There are special signs that can be used to indicate that there is an error in a text. It was a busy morning. First,
Eddie soon turned up, so his mother cooked him breakfast instead of delivering the banana to him as he walked out the door. While he was shooting a pancake the child awoke. Then the cat became hissed at the dog, and when the dog was running away, he toppled the basket. A run-on sentence is two or
more complete sentences that are dotted as a long sentence. Execution on sentences often occurs in early drafts, but can be corrected during the editing process. How many mistakes can you find? Look for all the errors you find in the step. How many mistakes can you find? Look for all the errors you find
in the step. Use the following correction marks to correct the assigned text. Katys father is a doctor. He takes the car of sick children helps them improve. she also gives the kids shots, and talks to them and their parents about how to stay healthy Katy loves to visit her father in her office, because she
always has a pocket full of lollipops! Ted wrote a paragraph about how to wash his hands. Read Ted's paragraph. Make corrections so that your paragraph makes sense and is easy to follow. Make sure Ted's paragraph has an advantage, a topic phrase, and a conclusion. The following paragraph must be
corrected. Use change marks to make corrections. Then rewrite the paragraph on the underlying lines, correcting the errors. Ms. Jenkins, the school's librarian, wrote a letter to her friend who lives in another state. His letter contains eight errors. Find them and fix them. his letter on the lines below. It can be
difficult to see your work objectively. Sometimes, when you read your work, you see what you meant by writing, and not what actually ended up on the page. Peer review is a process a piece of writing is checked by others in the same field to make sure it meets the standards needed before it is published.
Rewrite each sentence to correct errors. Kelly wrote an article about how to create a podcast. Before it's published in the school paper, it's your job to edit Kelly's work. Circle the errors found in Kelly's article. This is the follow-up to the previous worksheet. Haley wrote a short article for her local newspaper.
His article contains some errors. Circle errors. Then rewrite the item on the following lines. It's time to be a publisher! Use change marks to make corrections to the following article. Errors in a written work can be very distraction for readers. Proofreading means checking your work for errors. Only when a
text is error-free can the reader focus on what you're saying. Many people think that mosquitoes are simply annoying, but in reality they can be very dangerous parasites. they can carry diseases such as West Nile virus, and zoika mosquitoes are usually found in areas where there is stagnant water. Some
communities try to control mosquito populations by spraying insecticides. Use correction marks to correct the paragraph. How many mistakes can you find? Look for all the errors you find in the step. It had been a bad week. On Monday, Mr. Miller had obtained a flat tire on his way to work He did not have
a spare, and ended up being three hours late. In the line below each correction sign, write the meaning of the brand. Then use these marks to correct the assigned text. The corner house is for sale. He's a farmer. it has three bedrooms and two bathrooms. It also has a hug yard which is fully fenced, so it
would be a great home for pet owners. My dad says the asking price is quite low, so I expect we'll have new neighbors soon? Use the provided signs to read the paragraph. The following paragraph must be corrected. Use correction marks to make corrections. Marcia is writing a letter to her friend Joe. But
before he can send it, it has to be corrected. Read Marcia's letter. Circle errors. Use the above correction marks to reread the step. Circle errors in each sentence. There was always so much to do! Mrs. Harper took her five-year-old from kindergarten. He went to the history of groceries and ran some other
errands. He then took his ten-year-old from school and took the girl directly to their music classes. Haley wrote a short ad reserved for her local newspaper, but the ad contains some errors. Circle errors. the passage. Circle errors. Use the checklist to indicate the types of errors encountered in the step.
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, HomeschoolPage 2 Correction exercises are valuable because they allow students to learn how to correct and edit. This ability inevitably translated into their own work, allowing them to be better writers. In addition, proofing worksheets students practice identifying common errors in
grammar, spelling, and punctuation. It also gives students who start practicing learning new idiomatic expressions. Is it fair to say that Tom lives on Main Street or on the main road? These are the types of skills that students will learn using these worksheets. Below you will find our lists of printable
paragraph correction worksheets. In these worksheets, students should choose the best way to correct the errors highlighted in the specified paragraph. They are tested on their knowledge of punctuation, spelling, syntax, symmetry, vocabulary, and tense verbal use. Each paragraph correction worksheet is
8 questions long. Most of the content tested is explained in other sections of this website. For all levels of students. Are you interested in using interactive versions of our worksheets? Do you want to use a study tool that automatically marks your work and allows you to review your mistakes? Have fun and
help preserve the environment at the same time. Try our online paragraph correction quizzes here! © This is copyrighted work that should only be used by teachers at school or at home. The association, processing and/or collating of our worksheets, the reproduction and/or duplication of our worksheets on
other websites and the use of our worksheets for commercial benefit are strictly prohibited. Many early writers struggle to write sentences and regularly make punctuation and spelling mistakes as they try to put sentences together in paragraphs. In this activity, students read a paragraph full of errors. There
may be spelling, punctuation, uppercase, or grammar errors. The student will rewrite the paragraph by correcting all errors. The activity is ideal for fourth and fifth graders, but can be easily used in middle schools depending on the student. Student.
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